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 B1 Level (Part 1) SYLLABUS 
Week 1 Introducing yourself, hobbies, job, origin, where you live, etc; revision of A2 

level topics.   
Week 2 Practising the tenses (present, past and future). Learning the different functions 

of –DIr suffix.  
Week 3 Explaining past habits and memories using the past continous tense: (I)yordu, 

and –(y)ken suffix. Practising the difference between those suffixes: -mAdAn, -
Ip, -ArAk.   

Week 4 Discussing professions and sharing personal job experiences. Practising verbal 
nouns by using –mA, -mAk, -(y)Iş. 

Week 5 Looking for a house; talking to an estate agency. Practising -DIr and –DAn beri 
structure. Anaylsing the passive verbs.  

Week 6 Engaging in conversations about social media, artificial intelligence, television, 
and other related topics to explore their roles in our lives and the extent of our 
usage. 

Week 7 Talking about food, health, sport and diet by using the necessitative mood –
mAlI, gerek, lazım, zorunda and mecbur.  

Week 8 Having conversations about health, hospital, medical examination, doctor.  
Practising the factitive suffix –DIr, Ir, -t, -Ar.  

Week 9 Learning very common daily life idioms and proverbs and making conversation 
with them.  

Week 10 Giving and asking for advice. Generating conversations for various given 
situations.   

Week 11 Practice Session 
(The practice sessions are optional and free of charge.) 

 
Go to the second page to see the B1 (Part 2) syllabus. 
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 B1 Level (Part 2) SYLLABUS 
Week 1 Revision of B1 Level (Part 1)  
Week 2 Talking about religious and national festivals, writing celebrations messages. 

Practising verbal adjectives with -An and –dIk suffixes. 
Week 3 Talking about education, learning languages, etc.  Practising suffixes–AlI, -

DIğIndAn beri, -DI…-AlI.  
Week 4 Talking about friendship, practising the reciprocal suffix –(I)ş.  
Week 5 Generating conversations by using different type of verbs (passive, causative, 

transitive verbs) 
Week 6 Talking about dreams, wishes and regrets by using the subjunctive mood –sA, -

sAydI; conjunctive mood –(y)sA.  
Week 7 Generating daily life conversations by using –sA, -dIk and –AcAk suffixes. 
Week 8 Analysing different type of texts: part of a novel, opinion column, etc.  
Week 9 Important conjuctions: bu nedenle, oysa, hatta, etc. 
Week 10 Revision 
Week 11 Practice Session 

(The practice sessions are optional and free of charge.) 


